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it is my pleasure to introduce the tenth edition of ifpi’s Digital Music 
Report. the report explains just how much recorded music is helping 
drive today’s digital economy and highlights the new and exciting 
ways consumers can access and experience music.

there is a growing digital economy built around music. a huge variety 
of download stores, subscription services and streaming offerings 
are available. they provide music fans with access to millions of 
tracks from artists around the world. we also see social networks and 
online video channels expanding fast.  music is also helping drive the 
enormous popularity of devices, from smartphones to headphones. 

it is the continuing investment, nurturing and promotion of  
artistic talent that makes all this possible. consumers want to enjoy 
professionally produced content of a high standard. they want to  
be guided towards discovering the best new music being made.

the internet gives artists from around the world an unprecedented 
platform to reach music fans wherever they may be. and the music 
industry has harnessed this potential. testament to this fact is the 
presence of artists from brazil to south korea in ifpi’s global chart  
of top selling singles. 

i believe passionately in the right of artists to earn a living from their 
craft. it is only if artists, and those that invest in them, have their 
rights promoted in the digital environment that they can continue to 
make the music we all love. copyright is the key ingredient to ensure 
this. policymakers around the world are now debating how best to 
protect artists’ rights in the digital age. it is important they are able 
to ensure that copyright is respected in the digital environment, so 
that musicians can continue to develop as artists and the recording 
industry can grow and be able to invest in their careers.

i was fortunate at the beginning of my career to have worked  
with many amazing people who helped me develop as an artist. 
today, i work to help nurture young talent, through my international 
operalia competition and the young artists’ programmes i started at 
the washington, los angeles and valencia opera companies. i want 
these young talented performers to enjoy the same opportunities 
i benefited from as i launched my career. we can achieve this if 
copyright is respected and protected. and that can only be good 
news for true music fans.

Plácido Domingo. Photo by John Marshall

Demand for music is 
driving the digital world 
Plácido Domingo, chairman, IFPI 

Follow Plácido Domingo on Twitter at @PlacidoDomingo 
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“ I believe passionately 
in the right of artists  
to earn a living from 
their craft.”



Just one year ago we published our ifpi Digital Music Report  
under the headline “optimism justified, complacency not accepted”. 
one year on, the optimism does not seem to have been misplaced. 
the music industry has achieved its best year-on-year performance 
since 1998. the direction of travel towards growth is clear. for the 
global music business, it is hard to remember a year that has begun 
with such a palpable buzz in the air.

there is plenty of good news for our business going into 2013. 
first, our expansion has gone truly global. the new digital services 
developed and licensed over recent years are moving rapidly into 
new markets across the world. Just two years ago, the largest 
international digital services, such as itunes, spotify and deezer,  
were present in just over 20 countries. today, they are in more than 
100. these include fast-growing emerging markets, such as brazil, 
india and russia with the potential to drive future growth.

record companies’ strategies of proactively licensing across different 
revenue channels are paying dividends, too. most revenue streams – 
downloads, subscription, advertising-supported, video, performance 
rights, synch – are growing. in some markets, such as india, norway, 
sweden and the us, digital has outstripped physical revenues, and 
more will follow. this has helped nearly half of our top 20 markets achieve 
growth in 2012.

there is good news for music fans too. as the ipsos mediact consumer 
research cited in this report illustrates, consumers like the offerings 
our industry is providing. today’s legitimate services are a compelling 
alternative to piracy – not just for the industry, but for the consumer too.

these are hard-won successes for an industry that has innovated, 
battled and transformed itself over a decade. they show the music 
industry has adapted to the internet world, learned how to meet  
the needs of consumers and monetised the digital marketplace.

there is another key theme to this report. music has not only  
adapted to the internet - it is at the very heart of its development. 
music is driving technology, helping sell devices, fuelling economic 
growth with a ripple effect far beyond the limits of the recorded 
music market. it is helping drive online search and social networking, 
as well as demand for fast broadband connections. music is creating 
economic value at virtually every level of life. it is an engine of the 
digital ecosystem.

despite the optimism, there remain enormous challenges.  
first, our markets remain rigged by illegal free music. we can make  
a huge difference to this situation if we have more cooperation  
from advertisers, search engines and other intermediaries.  
these companies are not only helping direct consumer traffic  
and advertising revenues to illegal sites – they are themselves 
financially benefitting from piracy.

in 2012, we saw an encouraging commitment on the part of search 
engines to prioritise legal music sites; however, little in reality has 

Music: on the road to recovery  
and fuelling the digital economy 
Frances Moore, chief executive, IFPI
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changed to date, and in 2013 we look for tangible results in this area. 
we will also look to make 2013 the turning point in our cooperation 
with the advertising sector. major brands must no longer consider 
it acceptable to help fund illegal music sites that tarnish their own 
reputation, as well as helping rig the music market.

second, a crucial debate is looming in many centres of governments 
around the issue of copyright reform.  copyright rules have provided 
the foundation for our industry to reinvent itself in the digital world.  
any suggestion of change  should be based on rigorous evidence 
that there is in fact a problem.  a weakening of copyright rules would 
set back the music industry at the very moment when it is on the 
path to recovery. the real priority, in our view, should be to make sure 
existing copyright rules are properly enforced.

this year’s Digital Music Report reflects the growing optimism felt 
across the music business internationally. we are on the path to 
recovery and driving the digital economy. these are hard-won 
achievements – we will be pushing to build on them in 2013.

“ The music industry has  
adapted to the internet world, 
learned how to meet the needs 
of consumers and monetised  
the digital marketplace.”



Digital music drives innovation
the recording industry has licensed a range of services that are 
now operating around the world, offering consumers increasingly 
sophisticated ways to experience music. increased competition has 
driven a new wave of innovations in the sector. key recent examples 
include the launch of cloud-based services with scan and match 
features; more and improved mobile applications; improved  
smart radio tools; and added social features, such as facebook  
and twitter integration. 

digital music consumption has now become mainstream; as  
shown by consumer research by ipsos mediact across nine markets. 
two-thirds of internet users aged 16-64 surveyed (62%) engaged  
in some legitimate digital music activity in the past six months.  

 
for many years licensed music services have had to compete for 
consumer appeal with unlicensed alternatives. despite the unfair 
nature of the competition, consumer satisfaction with licensed 
services is now demonstrably at high levels. ipsos mediact research 
shows that on average internationally, 77 per cent of users of legal 
services judge them “excellent”, “very good” or “fairly good”.

the recorded music market continues its path towards recovery. 
industry revenue streams are diversifying. digital services are  
rapidly expanding the global audience for recorded music.  
Existing services are improving in quality and consumer experience 
and drawing in large numbers of new users. an explosion of new 
connected devices allows consumers to enjoy music in more 
convenient ways than ever before.

the global trade value of the recorded music industry grew by  
0.3 per cent in 2012 – the best result since 1998 and a sign that the 
improvement in market conditions seen in 2011 has been sustained. 
at least eight of the top 20 markets are expected to see growth.  
these include australia, brazil, canada, india, Japan, mexico,  
norway and sweden.

income from download sales, subscription services, music video 
streaming, digital radio, performance rights and synchronisation 
revenues are all seeing growth. 

record companies’ digital revenues for  
2012 are estimated at us$ 5.6 billion, up an  
estimated 9 per cent on 2011 and accounting for more than  
a third of total industry revenues (34%). digital channels account  
for the majority of income in an increasing number of markets  
including india, norway, sweden and the us. 

digital retailers are continuing their rapid global expansion.  
at the start of 2011, the major international services were  
present in 23 countries. two years later, they are in more than 100. 
many countries, such as kenya, sri lanka and vietnam saw their first 
digital music service open in 2012. Globalisation is opening up new 
markets, with record companies now able to reach consumers  
in territories where there was little previous retailing infrastructure. 
there are now more than 500 licensed digital music services 
operating worldwide, offering 30 million tracks to consumers. 

An industry on the road to 
recovery: Facts and figures
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we have plenty to do and some amazing 
opportunities ahead of us. until recently, the vast 
majority of our revenues came from a handful of 
countries. today, digital channels mean we can 
monetise markets worldwide much more effectively.

Stu Bergen, executive vice president, international  
and head of global marketing, recorded music,  
Warner Music Group (WMG)

we can see growth happening already from  
brazil to scandinavia, canada to india. we think this  
is the start of a global growth story for the industry.

Edgar Berger, President and CEO,  
International, Sony Music Entertainment

source: ifpi
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subscription services are now an integral part of the recorded  
music market, with 20 million paying subscribers globally in 2012 –  
an increase of 44 per cent on 2011. subscription services are  
expected to have crossed the 10 per cent mark as a share of 
total digital music revenues in 2012 for the first time. this share 
is considerably higher in Europe, around 20 per cent, helped by 
explosive growth in scandinavia. figures from ipsos mediact  
reveal that subscription models are now the dominant type  
of digital music service in some countries. 

A diverse market 
download stores continue to see steadily growing sales and are 
spreading globally. they represent around 70 per cent of global  
digital revenues. major technology players – amazon, apple, Google, 
and microsoft – have joined the market or upgraded their services. 

download sales increased by 12 per cent in 2012, to 4.3 billion  
units globally (combining digital singles and albums). digital album 
sales grew at more than twice the pace of single tracks. there were 
2.3 billion single track downloads worldwide, an increase of 8 per  
cent and 207 million digital albums sold, up 17 per cent on 2011, 
showing consumer demand for albums remains strong. stu bergen, 
executive vice president, international and head of global marketing, 
recorded music at warner music Group (wmG) says: “although every 
performer is different, many artists’ work is better encapsulated  
in a full length album. we always need to ensure that we are  
breaking artists, not just songs.”

source: ipsos mediact % internet users, active past 6 months
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Music in the clouds, people on the ground.
WiMP is a new kind of music streaming service focused on delivering high value local and international 
editorial content curated by music lovers. Finally the record store you used to love has joined you in the sky.
WiMP is currently live with 20 million tracks on all important devices in Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Germany 
and Poland. Coming soon to a country near you. askushow@wimpmusic.com.

The Norwegian music market rose 7% in 2012 due to streaming. 
This is the first year with an increase since 2004.

  Ask us how
we did it!

www.wimpmusic.com
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music video streaming services are also seeing strong growth. 
Youtube, the most popular digital video service, has more than 800 
million active users globally. nine in 10 of the most popular videos 
on the service are music related, and the specialised music video 
services, vEvo and warner music sound, are two of the top three 
channels on Youtube. 

internet radio is also soaring in popularity, with leading service 
pandora already accounting for 8 per cent of all radio listening  
in the us. services such as slacker and iheartradio are also  
growing in popularity. 

although the industry is less reliant on income from physical format 
sales, with their share declining from 61 per cent in 2011 to an 
estimated 58 per cent in 2012, physical still accounts for the majority 
of industry revenue. some markets in asia bucked the declining 
global trend in revenues from physical formats. in Japan, cds and 
dvd music video sales increased strongly, despite a weak digital 
sector, while in south korea sales are expected to have increased for 
the third consecutive year, underpinned by k-pop acts whose fans 
predominantly want high-quality physical formats. Gifting and deluxe 
box sets are increasingly vital to the physical format market. 

performance rights income - revenues generated from the use  
of music in tv and radio broadcasts, and public performance in 
venues such as bars, nightclubs, restaurants and shops – continues  
to increase. the sector grew by 9.3 per cent in 2012, and accounts  
for 6 per cent of total industry revenues globally and as much as  
10 per cent in Europe and latin america. a glaring anomaly exists in 
this market, however, due to the lack of a broadcast right in the us.  
this deprives performers and producers in the us of income they  
are entitled to in virtually every other country of the world.

What drives digital music fans?
consumer satisfaction with licensed services is demonstrably high.  
research by ipsos mediact finds that even the majority of those 
who use pirate sites (57%) believe “there are good services available 
for legally accessing digital music“. the research also reveals the key 
factors driving the popularity of download services: first, security/
ease of payment; second, the guarantee that the service is legal; third, 
because they trust the brand/company. users of subscription services 
pointed to the ability to discover new music, their free of charge 
tier of offerings and the ability to listen to music without needing to 
purchase individual songs. the ability to listen to music for free and 
the discovery element were also key driving factors for music video 
streaming services and internet radio services. the findings show that 
legal music services are getting better at meeting distinct consumers’ 
needs. however, this environment is still affected by the unfair 
competition offered by unlicensed services which undermines the 
kind of market conditions that would maximise innovation in music 
production and distribution.

music fans are also becoming more aware of the choice of  
legitimate services that are on offer. ipsos mediact findings  
across nine countries show close competition for visibility  
between the major international services. 

* 84% aware in USA  ** 96% aware in Sweden  *** 75% aware in France

Countries where available: Spotify – USA / UK / France / Germany / Sweden. Vevo – USA / Brazil / UK / France 

Deezer – Brazil / Mexico / UK / France / Germany. Amazon MP3 – USA / UK / Germany

90

70* 68

56**

32 31***

% internet users aware of the following services  

(average across countries where services are available)

source: ipsos mediact

High consumer awareness of licensed services
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Music is driving a broader economy 
recorded music is helping fuel a range of industries, from social 
media platforms to radio broadcasters, headphone to handset 
manufacturers, live concert promoters to bars and nightclubs. as a 
simple illustration of music’s influence on the digital world, nine of 
the 10 most viewed videos on Youtube are music videos. it is record 
companies’ continuous investment in artists and repertoire (a&r)  
that sustains the supply of new music on which this broader 
economy depends. 

Untapped potential 
the music industry and its retail partners are working to develop 
new territories and to expand existing markets. a number of key 
factors are important in realising this potential: above all, a strong 
label scene with investment in local repertoire; a healthy retail sector 
with great digital services and investment in innovation; an advanced 
technology infrastructure; and a positive copyright environment with 
a robust legislative framework to support licenced services.

the copyright environment is vital to the industry’s prospects.  
to improve it, music companies are engaging with a range of 
intermediaries - including advertisers, search engines, isps, mobile 
operators and payment providers - to make the internet a more 
conducive place for legitimate digital commerce.  recognising there 
needs to be a level playing field for licensed services to develop 
and thrive, the industry seeks to disrupt the illegal business models 
supporting unlicensed services, make it harder for consumers to  
find and access illegal content, educate them on the legal alternatives 
and help migrate internet users to licensed digital music services.  
illegal free music remains an enormous obstacle to future growth  
of legitimate music markets.  ifpi estimates that around one-third  
of internet users globally (32%) still regularly access unlicensed sites.

Top sellers of 2012 
the global albums and singles charts of 2012 reflect an industry 
investing in local talent and breaking it to a global audience.   
the singer-songwriter adele has seen enormous global success 
for her album 21, selling 8.3 million units in 2012 alone.  the top 
selling single of 2012 was the canadian artist carly rae Jepsen’s 
Call Me Maybe, which sold more than 12.5 million units worldwide.  
meanwhile, local repertoire dominates the album charts in many 
major markets. 

Adele. Photo by Mari Sarii.
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Global best selling 
artists of 2012
the global albums and digital singles charts of 2012 reveal a recording 
industry that is investing in local talent and breaking it to a global 
audience. while English-language albums continue to sell well  
across borders, analysis of the charts in leading markets including  
france, Germany, italy, spain and sweden reveals the vast majority  
of the top 10 selling albums of 2012 were local repertoire. the singles 
chart demonstrates the modern breakout hit can come from any  
corner of the globe.

Top selling global albums
british singer-songwriter adele achieved phenomenal success with 21, 
first released in January 2011, selling 8.3 million units globally in 2012 and 
18.1 million in 2011. the album is the first to top the global albums chart 
for two consecutive years since ifpi began reporting global best sellers in 
2001, and went to number one in more than 26 countries. 

us artist taylor swift took the second spot with Red, her fourth studio 
album, reaching sales of 5.2 million. Red topped the charts in countries 
from the us to taiwan.  the album spent six non-consecutive weeks at 
the top of the billboard 200, making swift the first artist since the beatles 
to achieve six weeks at the top of the us chart with three consecutive 
studio albums.

uk/irish band one direction achieved phenomenal international success 
in 2012. their debut album Up All Night was the third best selling title of 
the year and their second album Take Me Home became a best-seller in  
35 countries, ranking it fourth in the global chart. 

on average, one in five units of the top selling albums (21%) were  
bought in a digital format, with one direction’s Up All Night seeing  
38 per cent of its units sold digitally.

Global top selling albums of 2012 

Source: IFPI. 
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Taylor Swift. Photo by Brian Doben.

One Direction. Photo by John Urbano.

ARTIST TITLE TOTAL SALES (M) 

1 ADELE 21 8.3 

2 TAYLOR SWIFT RED 5.2 

3 ONE DIRECTION UP ALL NIGHT 4.5 

4 ONE DIRECTION TAKE ME HOME 4.4

5 LANA DEL REY BORN TO DIE 3.4

6 P!NK THE TRUTH ABOUT LOVE 2.6

7 ROD STEWART MERRY CHRISTMAS, BABY 2.6

8 RIHANNA UNAPOLOGETIC 2.3

9 MUMFORD & SONS BABEL 2.3

10 MAROON 5 OVEREXPOSED 2.2



Top selling global singles
canadian artist carly rae Jepsen topped the 2012 global  
singles chart with Call Me Maybe which sold 12.5 million units.   
Jepsen had first shot to fame in 2007, when she came third on 
Canadian Idol. an album followed, but it was Call Me Maybe,  
released in 2012 that propelled her onto the global stage, topping 
the charts in more than a dozen countries. the track received massive 
publicity when fellow canadian Justin bieber promoted it to his  
30 million twitter followers and uploaded a parody of the video  
on Youtube which garnered more than 50 million views worldwide 
on the video streaming channel. 

Gotye’s Somebody That I Used To Know was the second best-selling 
single of 2012, with 11.8 million sales. belgian-born and based in 
australia, Gotye released his first album in 2003. Somebody That I Used 
To Know, which featured new Zealand singer-songwriter kimbra, 
topped the itunes charts in 46 countries. its international popularity 
was boosted by its quirky video and when artists such as katy perry 
and lily allen promoted it to their followers on twitter. 

Global top selling digital singles of 2012 

Source: IFPI. 

k-pop star psY’s Gangnam Style was the third best-selling hit of the 
year, as well as being a Youtube phenomenon with more than 1.2 
billion views to date. Gangnam Style is the most successful  
of a recent wave of k-pop hits that have broken internationally.  
south korea’s music sector has attracted heavy investment since  
its government overhauled its copyright laws in 2007, a move  
which helped the country soar from the 23rd largest recorded  
music market worldwide in 2007 to the 11th largest in 2012.  

brazilian singer-songwriter michel teló achieved a global hit with Ai 
Se Eu Te Pego. sung in portuguese, the song broke language barriers 
to sell 7.2 million copies, helped by football stars adapting the dance 
and performing it as a goal celebration. this helped the hit go viral 
on Youtube, attracting almost half a billion views and becoming one 
of the top 10 most viewed videos. the song reached number one 
in 23 countries in Europe and latin america. teló became the first 
brazilian solo artist in five decades to have a song in the us billboard 
hot 100 chart.

the digital singles chart includes artists from australia, brazil, canada, 
south korea, trinidad and the us, showing how the internet makes 
it possible for artists to break out of their local markets and achieve 
global hits.
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Gotye. Photo by Søren Solkær Starbird.

Michel Teló. Photo by Fernando Hiro.

ARTIST TITLE TOTAL SALES (M) 

1 CARLY RAE JEPSEN CALL ME MAYBE 12.5

2 GOTYE SOMEBODY THAT I USED TO KNOW 11.8 

3 PSY GANGNAM STYLE 9.7 

4 FUN WE ARE YOUNG 9.6 

5 MAROON 5 PAYPHONE 9.1 

6 MICHEL TELÓ AI SE EU TE PEGO 7.2

7 NICKI MINAJ STARSHIPS 7.2 

8 MAROON 5 ONE MORE NIGHT 6.9 

9 FLO RIDA  WHISTLE 6.6 

10 FLO RIDA  WILD ONES 6.5 

the entire world is connected through the internet 
and people choose what music they want to listen 
to.  there is more choice than ever before and this 
can be both an opportunity and a challenge for 
artists.  but a hit is a hit and people feel the music no 
matter what language, the rhythm or anything else.

Michel Teló



Strong local repertoire sales
album charts in most markets show that investment in local 
repertoire is alive and well.  in many countries, local repertoire 
accounts for the vast majority of the top selling albums of the year.  
five major non-English language markets illustrate this.  in italy,  
spain and sweden, eight in 10 of the top selling albums of 2012  
were by local artists, in Germany the figure was seven in 10, and in 
france six in 10.

COUNTRY
% OF TOP 10 ALBUMS IN 2012  

THAT WERE DOMESTIC REPERTOIRE 

ITALY 80

SPAIN 80

SWEDEN 80

GERMANY 70

FRANCE 60
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PSY. Photo by Universal Music.

Fun. Photo by Lindsey Byrnes.

Carly Rae Jepsen. Photo by Reid Rolls.

Local repertoire dominates in many markets

Source: IFPI. 
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digital music is fuelling innovation as retailers upgrade their services 
and add new features and functionality that ensure licensed 
services offer an overall better user experience than their unlicensed 
alternatives. key innovations in 2012 included the expansion  
of cloud-based services with scan and match features; more  
and improved mobile applications; better smart radio tools; and 
added social functionality such as deeper facebook integration.

Download stores receive a boost from the cloud
downloading remains a popular way of accessing music digitally. 
many existing services announced international expansion plans 
and the rollout of cloud-based features in 2012. amazon, apple, 
Google and microsoft all enhanced their music services with cloud-
based features. these provide customers with access to their entire 
music collections – integrating downloaded and ‘sideloaded’ tracks 
into one collection – wherever they are, and on whatever device. 
consumer research in suggests this is a key feature for music fans. a 
uk study shows that 66 per cent who own multiple devices saying it 
is “very important” to access content across all of them, while three 
in five (59%) said they access content more frequently because it is 
seamlessly available (wiggin 2012 digital Entertainment survey).

Apple has simplified the design of its itunes store and introduced 
integration with icloud, which is used by 190 million people (apple).  
icloud play enables users to stream their itunes purchases to  
any apple device, automatically adding new purchases into  
their libraries, while itunes match can host songs not purchased  
from the itunes store in icloud for us$ 24.99 per year. 

following its launch in the us, Amazon rolled out its cloud player 
scan and match service in france, Germany, italy, spain and the uk. 
music libraries are scanned and matched to the 20 million tracks 
in amazon’s catalogue and can be played on any device. similar 
to itunes match, amazon’s cloud player provides remote access to 
collections for us$ 24.99 per year. 

Digital music  
fuels innovation

in october 2012, Google launched a  
scan and match service in france, Germany,  
italy, spain, the uk and the us. Xbox music from Microsoft  
also launched in october, offering a seamless music service  
on any device, including the Xbox 360 games console. the service 
offers the choice of a subscription service ‘Xbox music pass’ for  
us$ 9.99 per month, or free on any windows 8 device, as well  
as the option to download tracks on demand. 

Subscription services come of age 
subscription services are the fastest growth area in digital music, with 
subscriber numbers up 44 per cent in 2012 and revenues up 59 per 
cent in the first half of 2012. they are driven by successful bundling 
deals with isps and mobile operators, an improved user experience, 
integration with social networks and a greater variety of price points. 

Spotify is a growing international brand with more than five million 
paying subscribers, up from three million in 2011. spotify is the 
second largest source of digital music revenue in Europe and  
in some countries – finland, norway and sweden – the largest.  
the migration of users from the free to the paid-for service has  
been central to the success of subscription. spotify says 20 per cent 
plus of active users convert 
to the paid premium 
service. this ratio 
increases substantially  
in its native sweden, 
where well over a third  
of the population uses 
the service.

pirate services are clunky and old-fashioned 
compared to the legal services available. they’re 
being usurped by mass consumer migration to 
smartphones and access to millions of tracks  
from legitimate subscription services. consumers 
can also tap into their social network and see  
what their friends and family are listening to.  
the pirate option just cannot offer that complete 
consumer experience. 

Rob Wells, president, global digital business,  
Universal Music Group (UMG)

the shift to the cloud could be as significant for 
the consumer as the shift from physical product 
to digital consumption. it provides a level of 
convenience around our content that is increasingly 
difficult for unlicensed services to replicate.

Stephen Bryan, executive vice president, digital strategy  
and business development, Warner Music Group (WMG)

20%+ Spotify 
users convert to its 
premium service



Deezer too is 
growing as a 
global brand, and 

is now available 
in 182 countries, 

supported by isp 
partnerships in  

20 territories. it has  
three million paying 

subscribers worldwide. 

albert slendebroek, general manager of dutch indie dance label 
armada music, says: “we’re monetising activity in territories where we 
used to have no returns, and that is thanks to services such as deezer 
and spotify that operate on a global basis and open in new countries 
all the time.”

aspiro’s service WiMP, already available in denmark, norway  
and sweden, launched in the netherlands under the Ziggo muziek 
brand, in partnership with local isp Ziggo. the service also went live  
in Germany and poland in 2012. rara.com is a subscription service  
that is present in 33 countries, and installed on millions of hp and 
lenovo manufactured pcs and android devices.

in addition to these services there are a wide range of local 
subscription offerings. ifpi tracks more than 30 different subscription 
services worldwide. in Europe, services include Germany’s JukE and 
musicload, ireland’s Eircom music hub, tdc from denmark, music me 
in france and the uk’s we7. in the us, moG, muve music, pandora 
premium, rdio, rhapsody and slacker are attracting a growing user 
base and in asia, subscription is also a developing sector. major 
korean services include bugs, melon, mnet, olleh music and soribada. 
other regional players include kkboX, mymusic and pccw moov.  in 
latin america, services including rdio and deezer expanded into the 
continent in 2012.

some subscription 
services have 
partnered with isps 
and mobile operators 
to accelerate growth.  
such deals allow 
telecoms companies to sell higher-value packages to their users, 
reduce customer churn and associate their brands with music 
while subscription services benefit from the marketing power, 
billing relationship and user reach enjoyed by telecoms companies. 
Examples of successful partnerships include deezer’s deal with 
orange in france and spotify’s tie-up with kpn in the netherlands. 

many subscription services have opened up their platforms to third-
party app developers. classify, for example, enables classical music fans 
to browse spotify’s catalogue by composer, era, genre, instrument, style 
and mood, as well as access playlists curated by music professionals. 
deezer integrated songkick’s concert recommendation api, enabling 
music fans to find local concert listings based on their listening habits.

 
record companies are licensing subscription  
services at different price points to appeal to a  
variety of consumers. services such as muve music  
in the us and samsung’s official top 40 chart application  
are examples of pricing models that have broken away from  
the fixed monthly tariffs. 

subscription services are opening up new market opportunities. 
francis keeling, global head of digital business, universal music Group 
international, says: “new models of subscription – daily, weekly and 
with different price points – could help expand the market. many 
consumers have expensive phones, but don’t want to spend £10 a 
month on music. we need to think about the 18-year-old who has 
just received a Galaxy smartphone for christmas. we also need to 
think about emerging markets such as russia or turkey.”

physical stores are also backing digital services.  media saturn, 
Europe’s largest electronic and entertainment retailer, promotes  
its subscription service JukE in-store to traditional music buyers.   
the service expanded from austria, belgium and Germany into italy, 
the netherlands and switzerland in 2012.

investor confidence in music subscription is high. in november  
2012 spotify announced a us$ 100 million investment that valued  
the company at us$ 3 billion, just one month after deezer announced 
a us$ 130 million investment from access industries.
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Maroon 5. Photo by Mark Seliger.

the access model is now a reality for millions of 
people across the globe. this is a model that works;  
it is no longer an experiment. we are here to stay.

Ken Parks, chief content officer, Spotify

we are focusing on building consumers’ 
engagement with music by investing in local 
editorial in local language. we have people  
on the ground choosing the best new music.  
we care about the cultural relevance of our  
service in any given country.

Axel Dauchez, CEO, Deezer 

IFPI tracks more 
than 30 subscription 
services worldwide



Subscription transforming the industry’s 
business model
subscription services have played a key role in the revival 
of some markets. sweden is the best example, where per 
capita on music spend leapt by 15 per cent between 2008 
and 2012. 

the subscription model has changed expectations for an 
industry long used to a payment model based on payment 
for songs sold. by contrast with downloads, subscription 
services pay a royalty every time a song is played. individual 
transactions are made every time a song is played so are 
typically smaller but continue over a longer period of time. 

robert litsén, coo of swedish-based cosmos music 
Group, says that subscription presents a different economic 
model for record labels and artists:  “with subscription, you 
need to look across a longer timeframe to see a return on 
investment.  what’s really positive about the new digital 
marketplace is that feedback is instant, but it also means 
that you have to be really innovative about the kind of 
campaigns you put together for each release.”

label executives believe subscription services could change 
the industry’s economic cycle. per sundin, managing director 
of universal music sweden, notes:  “in the past, our releases 
were stacked at the end of the year, with christmas as the best 
time to sell cds. today, our revenues increase each month and 
have done for three years. with less focus on the christmas 
market, we can spread out the releases of albums at different 
times, when artists have more of a chance to stand out and 
campaigns and activities can run over years, not months.”

Growth for music video
music video has grown sharply in popularity over the last few  
years, with services such as vEvo and Youtube attracting huge  
global audiences.

YouTube remains the most popular video streaming service in  
the world, with more than 800 million active users per month.  
nine in ten of the most watched videos in the service’s history  
are music-related content. in november 2012, psY’s Gangnam  
Style overtook Justin bieber’s Baby to become the most watched 
Youtube video, with more than one billion views clocked up within 
just five months of its release date. 

VEVO is the most viewed channel on Youtube, with four billion  
music videos streamed per month, and a music video platform  
in its own right. mobile is its fastest growing area, with 21 million 
mobile and tablet apps downloaded to date. having launched in 
australia, brazil, france, italy, new Zealand south africa and spain in 
2012, the service is now live in 11 markets. 

vEvo also invests in its own programming, improving and 
broadening its content offer to appeal to the global tv advertising 
market, valued at us$ 197 billion (pwc Global Entertainment &  
media outlook). 

rio caraeff, president and cEo of vEvo, says: “we’re continuing to invest 
in distribution, opening in new markets from australia to brazil. we’re 
building onto multiple devices and platforms from the Xbox and roku 
to cable television companies. we’re developing more original and 
exclusive programming in addition to showcasing great music videos.”
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monetising our video catalogue is a major area of 
focus. some advertising-supported video streaming 
services are performing well and demonstrating 
significant growth rates, improving revenues and  
a more compelling customer experience.

Ole Obermann, executive vice president, digital partner 
development, Sony Music Entertainment



Europe: Licensing  
helps digital consumers 
the digital music market in  
Europe is expanding rapidly.  
start-ups such as deezer, JukE, spotify,  
and wimp compete with established tech  
giants such as apple and amazon. at least four major  
digital music services, in addition to many smaller players, 
are present in all Eu member states. 

this growing market has been driven by progressive licensing 
on the part of major and independent record companies, 
whose structures are geared to issuing licences to digital 
services at different levels - national, European and global.

individual services decide commercially when and where 
to launch and grow. for various reasons they may choose 
not to launch in every European country simultaneously. 
for example, they need manage their capital, or they may 
find some markets easier to break than others. they also 
have to deal with varying levels of technology infrastructure, 
credit card penetration and unfair competition from piracy. 
some services also pursue a partnership with local telecoms 
companies to affordably reach a mass audience. 

frank taubert, chief executive of Germany-based subscription 
service JukE, says: “we have a pan-European licence from the 
major record companies, but to succeed with a streaming 
service, it is vital to have local knowledge. that is extremely 
difficult for a streaming service to obtain unless it has the 
right partnerships, local repertoire, local editorial, local 
representation and people with local marketing expertise.”

many services enable users to take their music with them 
wherever they travel. axel dauchez, the chief executive 
of deezer, says: “if you are a deezer user from france and 
you travel to bulgaria, you can still access your complete 
collection. it is the same portability that people enjoyed 
with their cd collection. it is their music and they should 
have access to it from anywhere.” 

The next-generation radio experience 
digital technology is helping deliver a next generation radio 
experience. internet radio services, such as last.fm, pandora, 
iheartradio and slacker create automatic, customised playlists  
for listeners from a single reference point – an artist, genre,  
decade or theme. the ability to skip to the next song adds to the 
customisation, while many services also rely on professional curators. 
Extremely popular in the us, these services are creating revenues that 
did not previously exist and are expanding into additional markets.  
in the us, a study of consumers by the npd Group found that listening 
to free online radio is most popular among young adults (18-25).

stephen bryan of wmG, notes: “half of music consumers prefer a lean-
back, radio style experience. there is a big opportunity to migrate 
these consumers to digital radio services and make it very convenient 
to discover new music and build a collection.”

Pandora is the best-known internet radio 
service in the us, with 66 million active 

listeners and accounting for 8 per 
cent of all radio listening, (up from 

5.6 per cent a year ago) it is also 
expanding internationally, opening 
in australia and new Zealand in 
2012. pandora’s growth illustrates 

how recorded music is helping fuel 
sales of the hardware and devices on 

which it is played.  Joe kennedy, chief 
executive and president, sees scope for 

expansion away from the pc.   
“we are penetrating areas where people 
traditionally listen to radio, with 60 brands of 
car supporting pandora radio, but we are also 
now accessing the living room with 650 home 
consumer products now supporting pandora.” 

Slacker, an internet radio service available in 
canada and the us, offers three service tiers 
to its 23 million registered users, or 4.5 million 
monthly users, ranging from ‘basic radio’, a free 
advertising-supported service to ‘premium radio’ 

a full on-demand service at us$ 9.99 a month. 
with 60 per cent of new subscribers on the 

“premium radio” tier the company says 
its typical customer is male 25-34 year 

olds, slightly older than the ‘average’ 
free online radio listener.
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we’re trying to capture an audience that has  
always listened to music, but perhaps only  
bought a couple of records a year and went  
to a couple of concerts. we want to bring this  
audience into the digital environment.

Jack Isquith, senior vice president, strategic  
development, Slacker
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Von der digitalen Revolution  
zu einem ,,Digital New Deal“
Prof. Dieter Gorny, Präsident des Bundesverbands 
Musikindustrie e. V.
der internationale musikmarkt schlägt nach langen Jahren 
erdrutschartiger Einbrüche, die zu einer halbierung des umsatzniveaus 
im letzten Jahrzehnt geführt haben, langsam wieder einen kurs 
der Erholung ein. Grund dafür sind vor allem die Zuwächse in den 
digitalen Geschäftsfeldern, die acht der zwanzig weltweit wichtigsten 
musikmärkte derzeit sogar wieder zu wachstum verhelfen. die 
mittlerweile zehnte ausgabe des digital music reports dokumentiert 
exemplarisch für die musikindustrie den digitalen wandel, der sich 
in der gesamten kultur- und kreativwirtschaft in unterschiedlichen 
Geschwindigkeiten, aber unaufhaltsam vollzieht. Er zeugt davon, dass 
sich die anstrengungen und investitionen der vergangenen Jahre 
auszuzahlen beginnen: 

g die musikwirtschaft hat sich neuen innovativen vertriebswegen 
geöffnet und ihr repertoire in unterschiedlichen digitalen kontexten 
– und vor dem hintergrund der nach wie vor massiven illegalen 
musiknutzung nicht ohne risiken – lizenziert.

g online-anbieter haben im schulterschluss mit den musikfirmen 
trotz des gestörten markts im netz in die attraktivität und 
nutzerfreundlichkeit ihrer plattformen investiert und damit die 
technische Grundlage für das legale angebot im internet geschaffen. 

während sich die anfängliche Euphorie des digitalen fortschritts mit 
blick auf die musiknutzung häufig auf die illegale und kostenlose 
beschaffung im netz konzentriert hat, ist heute ein digitaler markt 
entstanden, der zwar noch nicht in der lage ist, das umsatzniveau oder 
die verlorenen arbeitsplätze aus den Zeiten vor der digitalen revolution 
zurückholen, aber dennoch ein stück weit das abschmelzen des 
physischen Geschäfts kompensieren kann. 

Übereinstimmend mit der internationalen Entwicklung beobachten 
wir in deutschland bereits seit 2011 einen vorsichtigen trend zur 
marktstabilisierung. dabei ist es gerade die mischung aus digitalem 
wachstum und gebremsten rückgängen im klassischen 
tonträgergeschäft, die dem deutschen markt zu seiner aktuellen 
stärke verhilft und zu einem der stärksten musikmärkte der 
welt macht. Es stellt sich in diesem kontext immer wieder 
die frage, ob der hohe physische marktanteil ein Zeichen 
digitaler trägheit der deutschen sei. Eine frage, die eine 
differenzierte betrachtung erfordert: während in vielen 
ländern der hohe digitale marktanteil nicht nur im 
anstieg in den digitalen Geschäftsfeldern, sondern vor 
allem auch im absturz der physischen verkäufe begründet 
liegt, vollzieht sich der digitale wandel in deutschland 
moderater, aber mit klarem kurs: den seit Jahren zweistelligen 
Zuwächsen im digitalen segment steht ein rückläufiger, aber 
nach wie vor starker physischer markt zur seite. 

Der digitale Musikmarkt ist erwachsen geworden
deutschland hat im letzten Jahrzehnt wichtige hürden des digitalen 
wandels erfolgreich gemeistert. downloads sind heute analog der cd 
als mainstream im markt angekommen, zugleich feiert der “newcomer“ 
streaming in deutschland seit dem letzten Jahr beachtliche Erfolge 
und kann, nachdem der neue nutzungstrend auch im meinungsmarkt 
angekommen ist, dem gesamten musikmarkt positive impulse geben. 
der immer wieder bemühte vorwurf gegen die rechteinhaber, 
es gebe keine oder nicht genug legale angebote im netz oder 
die musikindustrie hätte die Zeiten des internets verschlafen, ist 
offensichtlich überkommen: musik ist auf rund 70 plattformen im netz 
legal verfügbar, der fan kann aus über 20 millionen verschiedenen 
titeln frei wählen. damit ist die musikwelt insgesamt vielfältiger 
geworden: Es wird mehr experimentiert, ausprobiert, entdeckt. neben 
den individuellen musikalischen vorlieben wird auch die frage der 
musiknutzung zunehmend zu einer frage des persönlichen stils. 

Es ist aber nicht nur der erfolgreiche aufbau des legalen angebots, 
der zur aktuellen markterholung geführt hat. vor allem auch 
die konsequente durchsetzung von rechten des geistigen 
Eigentums hat dem legalen markt den rücken gestärkt, indem 
das unrechtsbewusstsein bei der illegalen beschaffung von musik 
forciert wurde. Gerade hier, in der anhaltenden illegalen nutzung 
von musik im netz, liegt auch im Jahr 2013 nach wie vor die größte 
wachstumsbremse für die weitere Entwicklung des musikmarkts und 
damit die zentrale herausforderung für alle, die am legalen vertrieb 
kreativer inhalte partizipieren.

Foto: Markus Nass
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Noch immer fehlt der politische Gestaltungswille
Es geht aber um mehr als um den vertrieb von musik oder anderen 
kulturgütern im netz, sondern um die grundsätzlichen spielregeln 
und wertschöpfungsketten in einer neuen digitalen Ökonomie. 
damit diese prosperieren kann, ist es dringend erforderlich, dass 
alle akteure an einem strang ziehen und sich gemeinsam für ein 
legales und faires umfeld einbringen: kultur- und kreativwirtschaft, 
internetwirtschaft, werbeindustrie, anbieter von bezahlsystemen 
und natürlich die politik. was wir brauchen ist eine art “digital new 
deal“, der von der politik gesteuert wird und schlussendlich auch 
den konsumenten eine einfache frage beantwortet: “was darf ich als 
nutzer und warum ist das so?“ 

ausgangspunkt einer solchen gemeinsamen Übereinkunft sollte 
der respekt vor anderen personen und ihren leistungen sein. 
insbesondere aber dürfen die urheber und ihre partner nicht 
schutzlos gestellt werden. der schutz des geistigen Eigentums 
muss auch im internet auf durchsetzbaren, klaren und belastbaren 
regeln beruhen. haftungsfragen müssen eindeutig geregelt sein, die 
rechtsdurchsetzung darf nicht allein auf die inhaber von rechten 
des geistigen Eigentums abgewälzt werden. darüber hinaus müssen 
auch alle anderen akteure, die letztlich zumindest in teilen am 
Geschäft mit rechtsverletzungen mitverdienen, verantwortung dafür 
übernehmen, den Zugriff auf rechtsverletzende angebote unattraktiv 
zu machen und einzudämmen. 

als Geschädigte wurden wir bislang mit der Eindämmung 
der massenhaften urheberrechtsverletzungen allein 
gelassen. nach jahrelangem stillstand muss die politik 
hier endlich aktiv werden und regelungen und ggfs. 
strukturen schaffen, die den schutz von kreativen und 
ihren partnern sicherstellen, so dass die musikfirmen 
sich wieder ihrem eigentlichen business zuwenden 
können: künstler zu fördern, aufzubauen und im markt 
zu platzieren. das natürlich auch, um Gewinne damit 
zu machen, was in einer marktwirtschaft auch nichts 
ungewöhnliches sein sollte. Etwa ein sechstel der umsätze 
der musikfirmen fließen jährlich zurück in die suche und 
den aufbau neuer talente. damit diese investitionen 
nicht zu einem unkalkulierbaren risikokapital werden, 
müssen die grundsätzlichen rahmenbedingungen geklärt 
werden. nationale und internationale rechtsdurchsetzung, 
aufklärung der internetnutzer, bessere Zusammenarbeit 
der strafverfolgungsbehörden – es ist an der Zeit, dass die 
politik ihren Gestaltungswillen endlich erkennt und auch 
gestaltend tätig wird, so dass die vorzeichen geschaffen 
werden, die nicht nur gesellschaftliche teilhabe, sondern 
auch die sicherheit der nutzer und faires wirtschaften im 
netz befördern. der bundestagswahlkampf wäre der ideale 
Zeitpunkt, dieses gesamtgesellschaftliche thema endlich 
auf die politische agenda zu heben.  

Unser Kerngeschäft ist Musik!
die rechteinhaber befinden sich seit Jahren in der unglücklichen 
situation, selbst Ermittlungsarbeit im internet leisten zu müssen 
sowie auch selbst gegen rechtsverletzer aktiv werden zu müssen. Ein 
notgedrungener selbstschutz, der mit enormem aufwand und den 
bekannten kollateralschäden verbunden ist – und ganz und gar nicht 
aufgabe der musikwirtschaft sein sollte. 
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Music is an engine of 
the digital world
recorded music adds value to a broad range of businesses, 
including digital and social media platforms, device manufacturers 
search engines, retailers and entertainment venues, broadcasters, 
merchandisers and concert promoters. all these businesses benefit 
from the continuous investment record companies make in 
discovering, nurturing and promoting artistic talent. ifpi figures  
show the industry annually invests 26 per cent of its revenues –  
us$ 4.5 billion – in such activity. 

Fuelling digital engagement
artists fuel huge levels of engagement across digital and social media. 
research shows that 67 per cent of social network users  
in 20 countries discuss music and movies, ahead of community  
issues (46%), sports (43%) and politics (34%) as topics of conversation. 
social networks have developed vast user bases, with 66 per cent of 
global internet users accessing them (pew research center). 

businesses target these large audiences, setting up channels, feeds 
and profiles to engage with customers. music is a huge asset for 
them. a uk study found consumers consider music brands to be the 
most appealing on such services, with 65 per cent of respondents 
describing artist and festival pages on facebook as “appealing  
or very appealing”, a figure which rises to 71 per cent on twitter 
(wiggin 2012 digital Entertainment survey).

new research highlights the impact individual artists have on digital 
and social media. research firm new big sound studied five leading 
artists – bruno mars, Justin bieber, katy perry, one direction and psY. 
the results, shown on this page, reveal those artists alone drive more 
than 170 million digital interactions a week. 
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music creates personal connections and there’s 
huge value in that. if you look across all Google 
searches, facebook likes, twitter follows, Youtube 
views and so on, how many involve music? it’s a 
currency that connects people.

Troy Carter, Lady Gaga’s manager

it’s hard to describe the relationship i have with my 
fans because of social media. but social media has 
given me the most open and honest relationship 
possible with my fans. when i speak to them it’s 
direct and when they speak back to me it’s the same 
thing. it’s the most real interaction possible.

Justin Bieber

9 in 10 of the most liked  
people on Facebook are artists

artists dominate individual digital and social platforms and fuel  
their traffic. seven of the ten most followed people on twitter are 
artists, with lady Gaga and Justin bieber in first and second place.  
on facebook, nine in ten of the most ‘liked’ people on the social 
network are musicians, with rihanna alone attracting more than  
62 million “likes”. on Youtube, nine in ten of the most watched  
videos are music related.

Rihanna. Photo by Universal Music.

Justin Bieber. Photo by Ben Watts.

DIGITAL INTERACTION GLOBAL DIGITAL 
INTERACTIONS (M)

YOUTUBE VIEWS 110

VEVO VIEWS 59

WIKIPEDIA PAGE LOOKUPS 2

FACEBOOK ‘LIKES’ 1.5

NEW TWITTER FOLLOWERS 0.9

WEEKLY DIGITAL INTERACTIONS DRIVEN BY FIVE LEADING ARTISTS

Source: Next Big Sound. Based on analysis of Bruno Mars, Justin Bieber, Katy Perry, One Direction and PSY.  

Week of 3rd December 2012.
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Fuelling hardware adoption
listening to music on the move is a core activity for users of 
smartphones and tablet computers. consumers see music as central 
to the mobile experience. according to ipsos mediact consumer 
research, smartphones are now the third most popular device for 
music listening, behind only the computer/laptop and hi-fi/music 
systems, but already ahead of portable music players, such as  
mp3 players. subscription service deezer reports that 60 per cent 
of its new subscriptions are generated using mobile phones, while 
mobile users account for 81 per cent of pandora’s total user base. 
tablet owners also use their devices heavily to listen to music,  
with a us study for the online publishers association in June 2012 
finding 51 per cent used them to listen to music, compared with  
42 per cent who used them to read books. 

Driving the live entertainment industry 
performance rights income now accounts for 6 per cent of industry 
revenue.  the industry continues to work globally to ensure that 
broadcast and performance rights are fully in place and royalty rates 
set are fair. the live music industry continues to benefit from years 
of investment in artists by record companies. the top three grossing 
live acts of 2012 were madonna, bruce springsteen and the E street 
band and pink floyd’s roger waters, all artists with a significant back 
catalogue of recordings (Billboard). 

Attracting customers, driving profits 
music is used in a vast range of commercial contexts,  
from bars, shops and nightclubs, to radio and television broadcasts.  
research conducted in the uk by visioncritical in april 2012  
found that 65 per cent of small and medium sized business  
owners found music in the workplace made their employees  
more productive while 40 per cent believed it could increase  
sales or financial results. 

despite this growth, some very significant markets still unfairly  
deny artists and producers broadcast and public performance rights. 
in the us, the corporate radio industry still enjoys music for free  
while performers earn no royalties. for the music industry, this is  
an unacceptable situation.
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music is the media that is most fun to  
consume on the new generation of digital  
devices. what is a smartphone without music?  
You take away half the fun.

Edgar Berger, president and CEO international,  
Sony Music Entertainment

music is the most searched-for art form on the 
internet, and that doesn’t happen by accident.   
it’s driven by investment in new music.

Max Hole, chairman and CEO,  
Universal Music Group International

7 of the top 10 most followed 
people on Twitter are artists

Rihanna. Photo by Universal Music.

Katy Perry. Photo by Lauren Dukoff.

NAME FOLLOWERS (M) PROFESSION

1 JUSTIN BIEBER 34.6M ARTIST

2  LADY GAGA 34.2 M ARTIST

3 KATY PERRY 32.5M ARTIST

4 RIHANNA 28.3 M ARTIST

5 PRESIDENT OBAMA 27.3M POLITICIAN

6 TAYLOR SWIFT 24.1M ARTIST

7 BRITNEY SPEARS 23.9M ARTIST

8 SHAKIRA 19.8M ARTIST

9 KIM KARDASHIAN 17.4M MODEL

10 ELLEN DEGENERES 16.9M TV PRESENTER

Source: Twitter Counter. 18th February 2013 

TOP 10 MOST FOLLOWED ACCOUNTS ON TWITTER



Going global: the promise  
of emerging markets

Brazil: A market set to surge
a huge population, growing economy, expanding middle-class, 
increasing device penetration and social media use are all driving 
digital music in brazil.  the total recorded music market grew by 11.2 
per cent in the first half of 2012 and by 8.6 per cent in 2011.

digital sales took off in 2012, following the launch of itunes at the end 
of 2011, with revenues expected to have nearly doubled in the past 12 
months.  performance rights income has also grown, with brazil seeing an 
increase of 29.6 per cent in 2012, the highest rate in the past eight years. 

vEvo too has proven successful, launching a local site and  
achieving more than 100,000 app downloads in the first few weeks. 
the company has also invested in a local advertising sales team to 
expand its partnerships with local and international brands. 

defying a global trend, ringback tones sales grew in 2012 with major 
mobile operators backing the format. the format benefits from 
being piracy-proof and is offered on a subscription basis, bundled 
with the operator’s billing system. herb payan, senior vice president, 
digital content development, sony music Entertainment, adds: 
“differentiation of business models is a challenge but also a key 
component of our digital strategy in brazil. with the introduction of 
new services to the market it is becoming cool to use legal services.”

alejandro duque, vice president, business  
development and digital, latin america, universal  
music Group, says brazil is seen by many as the gateway  

to the latin american region, and expects many other digital media 
business to launch in brazil in 2013: “we are seeing a significant rise in 
sales of smartphones and growing internet access in brazil and once 
consumers have the hardware, they need the media.”

brazil has many of the elements in place to support a strongly 
growing digital music market; a strong label scene, a developing 
retail sector; and an improving technology infrastructure. if the 
government did more to protect intellectual property rights online 
this would strengthen the foundations required for future growth. 
there was encouraging news in 2012 when copyright holders were 
able to persuade the government to include notice and takedown 
procedures in its “net neutrality” bill.

at the start of 2011, the major international services were present in 23 markets.  
today, they are present in more than 100. with smartphone and tablet use increasing 
in emerging economies, consumers can access music services even where traditional 
technology and e-commerce infrastructure is not strong. 

markets such as brazil, india and south korea are starting to tap their vast potential.  
Edgar berger, president and cEo, international, sony music Entertainment, says:  
“the recovery of the music markets means we can invest more in artists and repertoire.  
in some countries we’ve doubled a&r spend in the last four years as the market has  
recovered. Everyone wants to grab a share of a growing market.”

some key developing markets, however, are blighted by poor copyright conditions. 
russia, notably, could be a world top 10 market if it can create an effective environment  
for copyright enforcement.

At the start of 2011, 
the major international 
services were present 
in 23 markets. Today, 
they are present in  
more than 100

the launch of itunes showed that brazilians are prepared 
to pay for music. we thought consumers were so used 
to piracy that they would never buy music again. but this 
has been proved wrong. moreover, a new generation of 
consumers can now have their first music experiences  
in the legal environment.

Marcelo Soares, president, Som Livre
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Russia: Hurdles to growth can be overcome 
russia has many of the ingredients to have a successful music business.  
it has an outstanding musical heritage and contemporary artists with 
global appeal, such as the rapper timati who has topped the charts 
across Europe, and classical pianist denis matsuev. it also has the  
largest online population in Europe, albeit with relatively low credit  
card penetration and online spending.

Given these factors, russia should be one of the recording industry’s top 
10 markets. at the moment, however, russia is the 23rd largest market, 
below poland in terms of size, failing to maximise its enormous potential.  
this is despite the investment in domestic talent by labels such as Gala, 
founded in 1988 and one of russia’s largest record companies.

russia has a nascent digital music business. there are 12 licensed services, 
accounting for more than a quarter of overall music sales revenues, with 
itunes opening in december 2012. but these services face an enormous 
hurdle to becoming successful and sustainable, given the competition 
from unlicensed services that circumvent all the normal costs of 
operating a licensed business.

the most significant unlicensed service is vkontakte, 
russia’s leading social network. vkontakte has built its 
user base with the help of an unlicensed music service: 
hosting and providing access to tracks; highlighting 
their availability by publishing charts of the most 
popular songs; and making it easy for users to locate 
and listen to them.

despite the company’s attempt to evade responsibility, 
by saying the tracks are uploaded by its members, 
pressure is mounting on vkontakte to address the 
problem. Entertainment companies are urging the 
business to take steps to bring its business practices 
in line with other social networking sites such as 
facebook. in november 2012, a case brought by Gala 
records ended in a landmark court ruling, confirming 
that vkontakte is guilty of distributing unlicensed 
music. the ruling concluded the case, following a 
number of earlier judgments in lower courts, and 
paved the way for further actions by rights holders.
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Denis Matsuev. Photo by Sony Music Russia.

Russia has 12 licensed services, 
including iTunes, accounting  
for more than a quarter of 
industry revenues

RUSSIA WORLD RANKINGS

GDP 7th

NUMBER OF INTERNET USERS 10th

RECORDED MUSIC MARKET 23rd

the industry has called for government to support its music sector,  
by ensuring russian law makes it clear that services such as vkontakte 
are obliged to take reasonable steps to prevent copyright infringement 
and that it is illegal for such services to induce or knowingly facilitate 
infringement. if the right balance is struck, ifpi believes the digital music 
marketplace can grow exponentially, but the key is to ensure there are 
incentives for reasonable conduct that will expand legitimate commerce 
rather than mass copyright infringement.

the russian government can also help in addressing some of the  
issues rights holders face when bringing infringement cases before  
the courts. streamlining the requirements for the provision of evidence 
would make it more cost-efficient for rights holders to bring cases.  
if effective injunctions were available to stop unlicensed businesses 
trading, this could stop them continuing to generate revenues even  
after their activities have been judged illegal in court. in addition,  
making provision for the personal liability of directors of infringing 
companies would stop individuals acting as serial infringers by  
setting up a succession of unlicensed services. 

Source: CIA World Factbook, IFPI



the indian courts have started to act  
to support legitimate digital and creative  
industries. in february 2012, the calcutta  
high court issued an injunction ordering 11  
isps to block access to the infringing website songs.pk. a further 
judgment in march 2012 ordered 387 isps to block access to  
104 infringing websites. ifpi estimates that with this single action,  
nearly 10 million internet users stopped accessing these sites. in 
february 2013, the courts ordered all these isps to block a further  
162 websites. however, more action is needed to tackle other 
unlicensed sites to enable emerging licensed services to grow. 

the physical market in india is dominated by local repertoire with 
bollywood soundtracks hugely popular. domestic repertoire accounts 
for an even greater share of digital sales. this is a vibrant market with 
more than 500 music labels releasing music in over 20 languages. 
india’s music tastes are changing and with consumers increasingly 
open to modern interpretations of the traditional bollywood sound 
and many labels have started to invest in this area.  
as the market improves, and a growing  
middle-class starts to embrace  
its own popular culture,  
many suggest india  
could become the  
second-largest  
market in asia.

India: Nearing an all-time high 
the indian recorded music market grew for the third consecutive  
year in 2012, with digital sales overtaking physical sales. 

digital growth in india has been predominantly through mobile 
channels. streaming services too are beginning to take off with 
young consumers and an expanding middle-class driving digital 
consumption. with 2012 revenues approaching an all-time high, some 
within the business believe india could become a top 10 global market.

 
 
 
india’s mobile phone market grew hugely  
in 2006 and has since gained more than  
half a billion subscribers, taking the total  
today to 900 million. music plays a key role in mobile operators’ 
customer acquisition, branding and engagement strategies, as 
smartphone adoption rises. leading operators such as airtel, 
vodafone, idea and tata docomo offer a range of music services 
including ringtones, ringback tones, downloads and mobile radio 
streaming services – which are usually bundled into subscription 
packages. mobile radio services are evolving to offer multi-language 
stations and intelligent playlists.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
streaming services such as Gaana,  
dhingana and saavn and download stores  
are beginning to emerge. unlike music offerings  
from mobile operators, independent services face some  
key challenges, such as establishing a billing relationship  
with customers in a country where only 1 per cent of the  
population has a credit card (reserve bank of india).

india’s emerging music business is still struggling to compete  
with piracy.  ifpi estimates that more than half of internet users (54%) 
access unlicensed services on a monthly basis in india – a huge  
market potential, if some of them can be migrated to licensed services.
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we have been working hard to license a range  
of services that meet the needs of consumers.  
india now has a diverse market, download  
stores, streaming services and bundled offers.

Devraj Sanyal, managing director of Universal Music India

the indian music scene has traditionally been driven 
by bollywood, but changing demographics, massive 
internet exposure to global music trends and a 
progressive youth culture are leading to evolving 
tastes and this growing market is set to be much 
more diverse in the future.

Mandar Thakur, chief operating officer, Times Music

the concept of daily subscription for all kinds of 
music products on mobile is well instilled in india.

Shridhar Subramaniam, president, Sony Music India  
and Middle East



Strong market potential in The Netherlands 
the netherlands is a top 10 recorded music market, but digital 
revenues are still underperforming their potential, representing an 
estimated 27 per cent of recording industry income in 2012. piracy 
levels were historically high, fuelled partly by the government’s 
reluctance to declare that downloading from an illegal source was 
itself illegal. Yet things are changing as steps have been taken to 
tackle online piracy and as licensed services expand their activities. 
the netherlands has the potential to see the sort of market 
turnaround that sweden has enjoyed in recent years.

a series of successes against piracy have helped the legitimate  
market develop in the netherlands. one came in January 2012,  
when megaupload was closed down by the us authorities.  
this led to many other leading cyberlocker sites, such as  
filesonic and fileserve, disabling sharing facilities or shutting down. 
soon after, access to the pirate bay, then the 
biggest unlicensed service in the netherlands, 
was blocked by two isps following a court case, 
with the others following in may 2012. the 
effect of both events in the netherlands was 
noticeable. according to ifpi figures, around 
6.6 million dutch internet users were using 
unlicensed services in January 2012; this fell by  
4 per cent to 6.1 million by december 2012.

at the same time, many dutch consumers have 
engaged with licensed services, encouraged by 
innovations such as spotify’s partnership with major telecom company 
kpn and t-mobile’s partnership with deezer – both of which were 
heavily marketed.

rick van schooten, managing director, sony music Entertainment 
benelux, says: “it seems the dutch consumer is starting to follow  
the swedes and switching to streaming services in a big way.  
we’ve seen this sector explode in the last year.”

Dec 2012

boosted by subscription services, the dutch  
market is estimated to have had the biggest  
digital growth among the major European markets in  
2012 (+66%). ken parks, chief content officer, spotify, is optimistic: 
“partnering with telecoms companies has proved an effective route to 

market for us. our first success was with telia in 
scandinavia. the kpn deal is helping us penetrate 
the netherlands in a really amazing way.” 

despite this advance in the digital sector, total 
sales are expected to have declined in 2012 due 
to heavy falls in physical format sales. as the 
digital share of the market grows, the netherlands 
may soon bounce back to growth.

the industry has called for government to take 
further action against unlicensed services, since 

licensed services will struggle to compete in the 
long-term. actions such as expediting the legal process required to 
block access to mass copyright infringing websites, and changing the 
law to make it unlawful to download or stream from an illegal source, 
would significantly improve market conditions. 

kees van der hoeven, president of universal music netherlands, 
believes that such an improved environment would help dutch 
record companies invest in local talent. “as an industry, we have 
continued to undertake a&r work in the netherlands, with up to  
60 per cent of our top 10 best sellers being dutch performers.  
if revenues can return to growth then it means we can sign  
even more great local artists.”
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if you had told me five years ago that two of the 
biggest telecoms companies in the netherlands  
would be running major campaigns promoting  
music services, i would have said you were dreaming. 
today, it is a reality and other telecoms companies  
are eager to launch their own music offerings.

Kees van der Hoeven, president,  
Universal Music Netherlands

we have protected our a&r budget in recent years, 
continuing to sign local artists such as aliyah kolf,  
but we would be able to increase our investment 
in the next generation of dutch talent if the market 
begins to grow again.

Rick van Schooten, managing director,  
Sony Music Entertainment Benelux

The Dutch digital 
music market saw 
the biggest growth 
in Western Europe  
at 66 per cent

2012 online use of Spotify v the Pirate Bay in the Netherlands 
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ifpi regularly sends notices to companies found to be advertising 
on copyright-infringing sites. respondents are generally unaware 
that their advertising has appeared on unlicensed sites due to 
the complex communication lines between the brand owner 
who ultimately pays for the ad, and the website on which the ad 
appears. the system is clearly limited in its effectiveness. while many 
companies say they will take steps to remove their ads from a specific 
site, often ads reappear on the same or similar sites and it is clear that 
reactive steps are not sufficient to solve the problem. clearer industry 
agreements and codes of practice are needed to ensure that all those 
in the online advertising supply chain take their share of responsibility 
for where ads are ultimately placed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

in may 2012, the leading advertising industry  
trade bodies in the us published a statement of  
best practice that encourages brand owners and media  
agencies to contractually require all businesses in the supply  
chain to take steps to prevent ads appearing on infringing sites,  
and quickly remove any placed in error. in the uk, internet advertising 
sales houses operates a code of conduct prohibiting its member ad 
networks from placing adverts on infringing sites while digital trading 
standards Group is a new initiative from industry measurement body 
abc developing best practice guidelines within the industry.

many individual advertisers are also pulling their presence from  
pirate websites. in January 2013, levi’s announced it was pulling  
its advertising from unlicensed services following a report from  
the university of southern california’s annenberg innovation  
lab which highlighted the role advertising was playing in funding 
online piracy. in 2012, canada’s department of finance quickly pulled 
adverts for its Economic action plan from the pirate bay, after the 
Ottawa Citizen revealed they had been placed there, blaming the 
networks that placed its advertising. 

Search engines – a vital role to play
search engines are the first port of call for many internet users looking 
for music online, and more than half of those accessing unlicensed 
services in the uk (51%) found those services through a search engine 
(harris interactive, Jan 2012). with no search engines taking effective 
steps to direct users to licensed services, consumers are often 
directed towards the illegal operators.

Engaging with  
online intermediaries 
the predominant focus of this report is on what the music industry 
is doing to help itself develop a thriving business in the digital 
world. however, investing in talent, innovating with technology and 
licensing repertoire are not alone sufficient to ensure the industry’s 
future success. copyright protection and enforcement help underpin 
the industry’s business. as an illustration of the continued serious 
impact of internet piracy, ifpi estimates, based on data from both 
nielsen and comscore, that as many as a third of all internet users 
(32%) still regularly access unlicensed sites.

the top priority in securing a fair legal environment is to have the 
effective cooperation of “intermediaries” – companies and industries 
such as advertisers, internet service providers, search engines and 
payment providers whose activities have a decisive influence in 
shaping a legitimate digital music business.

 
 

Advertising: Tackling a major source of funding  
for music piracy
advertising is a major source of funding for unlicensed music services 
worldwide. brand owners typically want to avoid the reputational 
damage that can be caused when their advertisements are placed  
on websites that engage in or facilitate unlawful activity. they also 
want to be sure their advertising budget is not providing financial 
support to unlicensed websites. many companies are unaware or 
not directly in control of where advertising is placed, and there may 
be several intermediaries between them and the websites on which 
their ads appear. 

rights holders are working with advertisers and intermediaries – 
media agencies and advertising networks - to help them address  
this problem. Efforts centre on advertisers and intermediaries 
promptly removing adverts when notified and implementing 
proactive measures to stop adverts on rogue sites in the first place.
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is it acceptable to tolerate advertising revenues 
being gobbled up by a service provider who  
fosters the free sharing of illegal music files?

Michel Barnier, EU Commissioner for internal market  
and services, Midem 2013WHAT CONSUMERS THINK ALL INTERNET 

USERS 
PIRATE 
USERS

search engines should give priority to legal 
digital music services over pirate services 
when they show their search results

60% 59%

accessing music through services that  
don’t have the copyright owner’s  
permission is unfair to those creating  
and producing the content

59% 58%

companies should not advertise on  
websites that offer music without the 
copyright owner’s permission 

55% 56%

i don’t know where to find legal music 
online, so i use other services instead 

24% 31%

Source: Ipsos MediaCT

Even users of pirate services want action on piracy
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Further ISP cooperation needed
internet service providers (isps) have direct relationships with internet 
users and can have a profound influence in encouraging and educating 
their customers to use the internet legally and responsibly. isps have 
been asked to block users’ access to illegal websites and to engage them 
in educational programmes, such as sending notices when they are 
identified as infringing, informing them about licensed music services 
and warning of possible legal consequences if they continue to infringe. 
where it has not been possible to achieve this voluntarily, the industry has 
sought legislation or pursued court action to establish legal precedents.

website blocking has proved to be an effective way of curbing the 
use of individual illegal services. isps have been ordered to block 
users’ access to copyright infringing sites in a total of 12 countries. in 
asia, governments or courts in india, malaysia and south korea have 
ordered infringing websites to be blocked. in Europe, courts in austria, 

belgium, denmark, finland, Greece, italy, the 
netherlands and the uk have ordered 

isps to block users’ access to infringing 
services such as the pirate bay. 

blocking orders have a significant 
impact on usage of illegal websites. 
in five European countries where 

blocks were imposed on the pirate bay 
(netherlands, belgium, finland, italy and 

uk), usage levels fell 69 per cent during the 
full year (comscore/nielsen). by contrast, in 
countries without the block, traffic rose by 45 
per cent. there was also a wider correlation with 

levels of bittorrent piracy. the five countries with the block saw a 7 per 
cent increase in bittorrent use in 2012, compared with an increase of 22 
per cent for countries without the block.

the solution promoted by the music industry is for search providers to 
help direct their customers to licensed services.  this would be a socially 
responsible measure that is demonstrably feasible technically and has 
widespread support.  consumer research by ipsos mediact across nine 
countries, found that an average of six in 10 internet users (60%) believe 
that search engines “should give priority to legal digital music services 
over pirate services when they show their search results”.

in august 2012, Google announced it was altering its algorithm to  
take into account the number of infringement notices it had received 
from rights holders about specific sites. this was in order to “help 
users find legitimate, quality sources of content more easily.” that is a 
welcome step in principle, but unfortunately has not seen any impact.  
paul mcGuinness, manager of u2, believes more commitment is 
needed: “it seems incomprehensible that a company with as much 
corporate genius as Google can appear so clunky when it comes  
to doing something about piracy.”

a search for the name of any artist followed by the term “mp3”  
still returns a vast number of illegal links on the first page of results. 
the industry continues to urge Google to implement the policy 
effectively, while encouraging other search providers to enact 
meaningful policies.

following steps taken by Google, the recording industry has been 
able to submit more requests to remove 
links to infringing content. however, 
the number of requests that Google 
accepts through its interface is still 
only a fraction of the huge volume of 
infringing links available.

the industry believes search engines 
could also do more to ensure that 
they do not generate advertising income 
for illegal sites through the use of their online tools, or inadvertently 
derive financial benefit from advertising placed by illegal sites.  
rights holders remain engaged in discussions with search engines 
across all of these areas in an attempt to persuade them to be socially 
responsible actors in the digital economy. this is a top priority for 
music companies in 2013. 
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More than half of those accessing 
unlicensed services in the UK found 
them through a search engine

it seems incomprehensible that a company with  
as much corporate genius as Google can appear  
so clunky when it comes to doing something  
about piracy.

Paul McGuinness, manager, U2

ARTIST
INFRINGING LINKS ON THE FIRST PAGE OF 
SEARCH RESULTS BY ARTIST NAME AND“MP3”

GOOGLE YAHOO BING

MACKLEMORE 100% 70% 70%

BRUNO MARS 90% 70% 70%

THE LUMINEERS 70% 60% 60%

TAYLOR SWIFT 80% 80% 80%

WILL.I.AM 90% 80% 80%

Source: IFPI. Top five artists in the Billboard Top 100, 1st February 2013
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Further ISP cooperation needed
despite these positive effects, litigation to block websites can be a 
cumbersome and expensive process, and more needs to be done  
to enable rights holders to expedite the process so that swifter action 
on multiple sites can be taken, while still ensuring due process for  
the affected sites. research from ipsos mediact found that even  
43 per cent of those that use pirate sites think access to them should 
be blocked or they should be shut down so that people cannot 
access them.

in several countries, isps have notification programmes aimed at 
migrating their customers to licensed services. the schemes involve 
isps notifying the account holder that their connection is being  
used illegally, with deterrent consequences such as fines to follow  
if warnings are repeatedly ignored.

these programmes have been effective where they have been 
introduced. in france, use of peer-to-peer (p2p) services fell by  
17 per cent after notices started being sent to internet users in 
october 2010 under the auspices of the government body hadopi. 
hadopi has now sent more than one million notices, with only  
8 per cent of infringers receiving a second warning. p2p use in  
new Zealand fell by 16 per cent after the introduction of a similar 
notice sending programme. 

south korea also shows positive evidence of the impact of active 
steps by intermediaries. a government body is responsible for 
sending notices to service providers, primarily cyberlocker operators, 
when their users infringe. the cyberlocker operators then inform 
their users of their illegal activity. cyberlocker providers also now 
need to register with the government following the passing of recent 
legislation. the programme has been effective in reducing infringing 
cyberlocker activity in south korea, with the number of users in the 
country falling by 22 per cent in the past year. 

the enforcement programme has, over a period of years, helped the 
licensed digital marketplace in south korea significantly. the country’s 
music market grew by 65 per cent between 2007, when the measures 
were introduced, and 2011, while korean repertoire has exploded in 
the region and abroad. the country has advanced from being 23rd 
largest market in the world in 2007 to the 11th in 2012.

in the us, the formation of the center for copyright information  
(cci), backed by a coalition of rights holders and five leading isps, 
led to the implementation of a similar programme on a voluntary 
basis. the cci says that the programme is intended to be primarily 
educational, with “mitigation measures”, such as a compulsory 
copyright tutorial or the slowing of broadband  
connections, applying after repeated messages  
to users. it will also undertake a range of education  
initiatives. the programme is expected to be  
implemented in early 2013.

Payment providers step up action on illegal sites 
the recording industry continues to work with payment 
providers, such as mastercard, visa and paypal, to ensure 
their payment services are not being used by unlicensed 
services. ifpi estimates that the programme has prevented 
us$ 530 million of illegal trade since launch in 2011, 
based on the revenues the each service generated before 
payment services were removed.

in the uk, ifpi, the city of london police and a growing 
number of payment providers have been cooperating 
since march 2011 in a process that has prevented 52 
illegal websites, based in russia and ukraine, from abusing 
payment services. the programme is thought to have  
been a major deterrent, since operators understand 
that they will not find it easy to secure services from 
internationally recognised payment providers. providers, 
such as american Express and paypal, which have direct 
relationships with merchants, now proactively remove  
their services from infringing websites without waiting  
for notification. cooperation is now extending to tackling  
unlicensed cyberlockers.

we need to challenge the notion that piracy  
hurts no one and explain to consumers that  
there are plenty of ways to get content legally.

Jill Lesser, executive director, Center for Copyright 
Information (US)
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disrupting pirate services is an essential part of the music industry’s 
campaign to support legitimate digital businesses. in 2012, legal 
actions led to the closure of a number of high-profile sites and 
services – including leading cyberlocker service megaupload  
and popular bittorrent sites demonoid and btJunkie.

Disrupting unlicensed cyberlockers
cyberlockers, which enable users to upload, store and share files  
in a dedicated hosting space can act as massive file-sharing services. 
they make money from advertising and from selling premium 
accounts that enable users to download files faster. the most heavily 
used lockers for music include 4shared, zippyshare and turbobit.

megaupload was one of the biggest brand names in unlicensed 
content file hosting before it was shut down by the fbi in January 
2012. the fbi estimates the business generated us$ 175 million in 
revenues and estimated the damage to the creative industries in  
the region of us$ 500 million. the operators of megaupload now  
face criminal charges. the site’s closure had a ripple effect through  
the sector with services such hulkshare and mediafire quickly 
changing their operations to implement filtering, or dropping rewards 
programmes designed to encourage users to upload large amounts 
of material. the use of these services fell sharply throughout 2012. 

 

Tackling illegal  
online businesses 

Reducing pre-release leaks
a key part of ifpi’s role is to reduce the risk of music leaking online 
before it is released. pre-release leaks hit an album or single at 
the most vulnerable point in their sales cycle, undermining labels’ 
marketing and promotion efforts.

record labels have improved how pre-release material is  
distributed internally during the build up to release while  
measures such as copy-protection, watermarking, alert systems  
to detect phishing emails and security guides for staff have all 
reduced leaks. serious pre-release leaks are now less frequent  
as a consequence of these measures.

hacking remains a problem for music companies, however.  
the industry won a major case in 2012 after hackers obtained  
and distributed pre-release content. ifpi investigators identified  
the source of the illegally distributed music and took their  
evidence to the fbi and German police. a criminal investigation  
led to the arrest, prosecution and sentencing of five people and  
the disruption of the group has had a noticeable impact on global 
pre-release piracy. 

ifpi also works to ensure links to illegally hosted content are quickly 
removed, even after it has been officially released. this high volume 
notice and takedown programme reduces internet traffic, and 
therefore revenues, for the infringing sites as well as creating a large 
number of “dead” links that make it more difficult for internet users to 
find infringing content. in 2012, ifpi and its national groups identified 
15.9 million infringing files for removal, an increase on 2011, despite  
a decline in the overall number of links offered by cyberlockers.   
while such an approach has a significant impact, it remains  
an unsatisfactory and inefficient remedy to tackle massive  
online infringement. 
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US$ 175 million – FBI  
estimate on the revenue 
generated by Megaupload
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Closure of Megaupload – the ripple effect on cyberlocker piracy
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rara.com, saturn, simfy, sms.at, soulseduction, spotify, telering, t-mobile, vidZone, weltbild, Xbox music, Youtube, Zed, Zero inch 

AzerbAijAn: deezer, itunes

bAhAmAs: deezer, itunes bAhrAin: deezer, itunes bAnglAdesh: deezer bArbAdos: deezer, itunes belArus: deezer, 

itunes, Yandex music belgium: 22tracks, 7digital, beatport, dance-tunes, deezer, djtunEs, downloadmusic.be, emusic, fnac, 

itunes, Jamba, Jamster, Juke, Junodownload, la mediatheque, legal download, music unlimited, muZu.tv, rara.com, rdio, simfy, skynet, 

spotify, vidZone, Xbox music, Youtube belize: deezer, itunes benin: deezer bermudA: itunes bhutAn: deezer boliviA: batanga, 

deezer, itunes bosniA And herzegovinA: deezer botswAnA: deezer, itunes brAzil: deezer, ideas musik, imusica, itunes, 

mercado da musica, msn, mundo oi, nokia music, power music club (Gvt), rara.com, rdio, sonora, tim, uol megastore, vEvo, vivo, Xbox 

music, Yahoo! music, Youtube british virgin islAnds: itunes brunei: deezer, itunes bulgAriA: 4fun, 7digital, deezer, emusic, 

Globul, hitbox, itunes, m.dir.bg, mobiltel, musicspace burkinA fAso: deezer, itunes burundi: deezer

CAmbodiA: deezer, itunes CAmeroon: deezer CAnAdA: 7digital, archambault, artistXite, astralradio, bbm music, bell , 

blackberry music, cbc music, classical archives, deezer, emusic, Galaxie, itunes, mediazoic, motime, music unlimited, puretracks, 

rara.com, rdio, siren music, slacker, songza, tElus, the vault, vEvo, Xbox music, Youtube, Zik CApe verde: deezer, itunes CAymAn 

islAnds: itunes CentrAl AfriCAn republiC: deezer ChAd: deezer Chile: batanga, bazuca, claro, deezer, Entel-napster mobile, 

itunes, mimix, movistar, nokia music, portaldisc, sonora, Youtube ChinA: baidu, china mobile, china unicom, duomi, kugou, kuwo, nokia 

comes with music, tencent, Xiami Chinese tAipei (tAiwAn): deezer, Emome, far Eastone, hami music, indiEvoX, itunes, kkboX, 

muziu, mymusic, omusic, rara.com, taiwan mobile, vibo, Youtube ColombiA: batanga, codiscos, deezer, Etb, ideas comcel music store, 

itunes, movistar, prodiscos, sonora, tigo Comoros: deezer CostA riCA: batanga, deezer, itunes CroAtiA: cedeterija, dallas music 

shop, deezer, fonoteka Cyprus: 7digital, deezer, emusic, itunes CzeCh republiC: 7digital, bontonline, clickmusic, deezer, emusic, 

itunes, koule, mixér.cz, musicJet, o2, rara.com, supraphonline, t-mobile, Youtube

demoCrAtiC republiC of Congo: deezer denmArk: bibZoom, bilka, deezer, emusic, inpoc, itunes , m1, music unlimited, 

rara.com, rdio, shop2download, spotify, tdc play, touchdiva, vidZone, voxhall, wavesout, wimp, Xbox music, Youseemusik 

djibouti: deezer dominiCA: deezer, itunes dominiCAn republiC: deezer, itunes

eAst timor: deezer eCuAdor: batanga, deezer, itunes egypt: alamelphan, deezer, itunes, mazzika box el sAlvAdor: 

batanga, deezer, itunes equAtoriAl guineA: deezer eritreA: deezer estoniA: 7digital, deezer, emusic, itunes, rara.com, 

rdio ethiopiA: deezer

fiji: deezer, itunes finlAnd: 7digital, cdon , city market cm, deezer, digianttila, download.mtv3.fi, emusic, itunes,  

music unlimited, nokia music, nrJ kauppa, rara.com, rdio, spotify, vidZone, Xbox music frAnCe: 121 musicstore,  

7digital, amazonmp3, beatport, beezik, carrefour, cd1d, cultura, daily motion, deezer, dogmazic, emusic, Ezic, fnac, Google play, itunes, 

Jamendo, Jazz en ligne, last.fm, miooZic, music unlimited, musicme, musicovery, myclubbingstore, mysurround, nokia music, nuloop,  

off tv, orange, Qobuz, rara.com, rdio, samsung music hub, sfr music, spotify, starzik, vEvo, vidZone, virgin, Xbox music, Yasound, 

Youtube, Zaoza

gAbon: deezer gAmbiA: deezer, itunes georgiA: deezer germAny: 7digital, amazonmp3, artistxite, beatport, boomkat, 

classics online, clipfish, deezer, digital-tunes, dJ download, dJ shop, djtunes, Elixic, emusic, e-plus unlimited, Eventim music, 

finetunes, Google play, highresaudio, itunes , Jamba, Juke, Junodownload, last.fm, linn, maxdome, mediamarkt, medion, mtv, 

the featured list of licensed digital music services appears on the pro-music information resource (www.pro-music.org) and is the  
most comprehensive directory of the world’s legal music services. the list numbers around 500* licensed services in over 100 territories.

A

b

C

d

e

f

g

Digital Music Services Worldwide

*500 – although services are listed in every country they appear, they are only counted once in the overall figure e.g. iTunes is counted once in the figure of 500 etc.
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germAny:  music unlimited, musicload, musik Gratis, muZu.tv, myvideo, napster, naxos music Jazz library,  

naxos music library, nokia music, o2 music, othermusic.com, primalrecords.com, putpat, Qtom, rara.com, rdio,  

samsung music hub, saturn, schlager.tv, shop2download, simfy, soulseduction, spotify, tape.tv, t-mobile, tonspion.de,  

trackitdown, traxsource, videoload, vidZone, vodafone, weltbild, whatpeopleplay.com, wimp, Xbox music, Zero inch, zwo3.net  

ghAnA: deezer, itunes greeCe: 7digital, akazoo, cosmote, deezer, emusic, itunes, mpGreek, wind grenAdA: deezer, itunes 

guAtemAlA: batanga, deezer, itunes guineA: deezer guineA-bissAu: deezer, itunes guyAnA: deezer

hAiti: deezer hondurAs: batanga, deezer, itunes hong kong: 3music, cmhk soliton, deezer, Eolasia.com, hifitrack, itunes, 

kkboX, moov, musicholic, musicone, Qlala, rara.com, smartone, soliton, Youtube hungAry: dalok, deezer, hungaroton, itunes, 

rara.com, songo, Youtube, Zene! 24/7, Zenewebshop

iCelAnd: deezer, Gogoyoko, tonlist.is indiA: 7digital, artist aloud, dhingana, flyte (flipkart), Gaana, in, indiaonE, itunes, meridhun, 

my band, nokia music, raaga, saavn, saregama, smash hits, teluguone indonesiA: deezer, itunes, Youtube irAq: deezer 

irelAnd: 7digital, artistXite, bleep, deezer, Eircom musichub, emusic, Golden discs, itunes, last.fm, meteor music store, music unlimited, 

muZu.tv, myspace, nokia music, rara.com, spotify, vEvo, vidZone, we7, Xbox music, Youtube isrAel: itunes, Youtube itAly: 7digital, 

amazonmp3, azzurra music, bbm blackberry music, beatport, cubo musica, deezer, emusic, Esselunga musicstore, feezy, Google play, ibs, 

inndigital, itunes, Jamba, Juke, last.fm, music unlimited, net music media world, nokia music, playme, rara.com, samsung, mp3.it,  

music hub, spotify, vEvo, Xbox music, Youtube ivory CoAst: deezer

jAmAiCA: deezer, rEGGaEinc jApAn: aniloco, beatport, best hit J-pop, clubdam, dwango, hudson, icJ inc, itunes, lismo,  

listen Japan, mora, mu-mo, music airport, music unlimited, music.jp, musico, musing, naxos music library, ntt docomo,  

oricon mE, reco-choku, Yamaha music, Youtube jordAn: itunes, deezer

kAzAkhstAn: deezer, itunes, Yandex music kenyA: deezer, itunes kiribAti: deezer kuwAit: deezer kyrgyzstAn: deezer, itunes 

lAos: deezer, itunes lAtviA: 7digital, deezer, emusic, itunes, rara.com lebAnon: deezer, itunes lesotho: deezer liberiA: 

deezer libyA: deezer lieChtenstein: 7digital, deezer lithuAniA: 7digital, deezer, emusic, itunes, rara.com luxembourg: 

7digital, deezer, emusic, itunes, rara.com, spotify, vidZone

mACAu: itunes mACedoniA: deezer mAdAgAsCAr: deezer mAlAwi: deezer mAlAysiA: 7digital, celcom channel X, 

deezer, digimusic, Gua muzik, hypptunes, itunes, kkboX, maxis music unlimited, rara.com, u mobile planet music, wowloud, 

Youtube mAldives: deezer mAli: deezer mAltA: 7digital, deezer, emusic, itunes mArshAll islAnds: deezer mAuritiAnA: 

deezer mAuritius: deezer, itunes mexiCo: bbm music, coca-cola fm, corona music, deezer, Entretonos movistar, Esmas movil, flycell, 

ideas contestone, ideas musik, ideas radio, ideas streaming, ideas telcel, itodo, itunes, mientras contesto de iusacell, mixup digital, 

movistar, nextel shotsonline, nokia music, rara.com, sonora, terra live music, terra tv, Xbox music, Youtube miCronesiA: deezer, 

itunes moldovA: deezer, itunes monACo: deezer mongoliA: deezer, itunes montenegro: deezer moroCCo: deezer 

mozAmbique: deezer, itunes 

nAmibiA: deezer, itunes nAuru: deezer nepAl: deezer, itunes netherlAnds: 7digital, countdownload, dance-tunes, 

deezer, downloadmusic.nl, emusic, Glandigomusic, itunes, Jamba, Juke, last.fm, legal download, media Gigant, mediamarkt, 

mikkimusic, mp3 downloaden, msn, mtv, music unlimited, muziekweb, nokia music, radio 538, rara.com, rdio, saturn, spotify, 

talpadownloads, tunetribe, vidZone, Xbox music, You make music, Youtube, zazell.nl, Ziggo muziek new zeAlAnd: 7digital,  

amplifier, bandit.fm, deezer, fishpond, itunes, marbecks digital, mixtape, music unlimited, myspace, pandora, rara.com, rdio, spotify,  

telecom music store, the insong, theaudience, vEvo, Xbox music, Youtube niCArAguA: batanga, deezer, itunes niger: deezer, itunes 

nigeriA: deezer, itunes norwAy: 7digital, cdon, deezer, itunes, Jamba, music unlimited, musicnodes, musikkonline, musikkverket play,  

nokia music, platekompaniet, rara.com, rdio, spotify, telenor musikk, vidZone, wimp, Xbox music

omAn: deezer, itunes

pAkistAn: deezer pAlAu: deezer pAnAmA: batanga, deezer, itunes pApuA new guineA: deezer, itunes pArAguAy: 

batanga, bluecaps, claro, deezer, itunes, personal, tigo peru: batanga, deezer, itunes, sonora philippines: Globe, itunes, 

mymusicstore, opm2Go, smart, sun polAnd: 7digital, deezer, Empik.com, emusic, interia muzyka, iplay, itunes, last.fm, mood,  

muzo, muzodajnia, myspace, nokia music, onet muzyka, orange, play the music, rara.com, soho.pl, spotify, t-mobile, tuba.pl, wimp,  

wp.pl muzyka, Youtube portugAl: 7digital, beatport, deezer, emusic, itunes, Jamba, myway, nokia music, optimus, Qmúsika,  

rara.com, rdio, sapo/musicaonline, spotify, vidZone, vodafone, Xbox music
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Measure the world with a keystroke and a click.  
Nielsen provides you with the sales, airplay, streaming and 

consumer insights your business needs to grow and get ahead.

I      SIGHT AS WELL TRAVELED 
AS YOUR MUSIC

E: know@nielsen.com
: @nielsen_ent

www.nielsen-music.com

NORTH AMERICA
Over 68.9 Billion Streams tracked to date
Over 1.6 Billion Albums, Singles and Tracks sold in 2012 
Music behaviour and activity insights from thousands of consumers

OCEANIA
Over 101 Million Tracks sold in 2012

EUROPE
Over 391 Million Tracks sold in 2012
Over 75 Million Radio Spins in 2012

qAtAr: itunes, deezer

republiC of the Congo: deezer romAniA: 3asi, 7digital, best music, cosmote, deezer, Get music,  

itunes, music mall, music nonstop, muzica.ro, muzicabuna, muzica9, orange, trilulilu, Zonga russiA: beeline,  

clipYou.ru, deezer, itunes, ivimusic, megafon (trava), muz.ru, nokia music, tele2, Yandex music, Youtube, Zvooq rwAndA: deezer

sAint kitts And nevis: deezer, itunes sAint luCiA: deezer sAint vinCent And the grenAdines: deezer sAmoA: 

deezer sAn mArino: deezer sAo tome And prinCipe: deezer sAudi ArAbiA: itunes, deezer senegAl: deezer 

serbiA: deezer seyChelles: deezer sierrA leone: deezer singApore: 7digital, deezer, itunes, kkbox, m 1 music store,  

meradio, nokia music, rara.com, singtel amped, singtel ideas, starhub, Youtube, slovAkiA: 7digital, deezer, emusic, itunes, music Jet, 

orange, telekom, Youtube sloveniA: 7digital, deezer, emusic, itunes, orto muziq solomon islAnds: deezer somAliA: deezer  

south AfriCA: deezer, dJs only, itunes, Just music, look & listen, mtn play, nokia music, rara.com, rhythm online, simfy, thatGig, 

vEvo south koreA: bugs, cyworld bGm, dal, daum music, deezer, melon, mnet, monkey3, naver music, ollehmusic, soribada, winky 

spAin: 7digital, amazonmp3, bbm music, beatport, blinko, dada, deezer, emusic, Google play, itunes, last.fm, mediamarkt, movistar, mtv, 

music unlimited, muZu.tv, myspace, nokia music, olemovil, orange, rara.com, rdio, samsung music hub, spotify, tuenti, vEvo, vidZone, 

Xbox music, Youtube sri lAnkA: itunes, deezer surinAme: deezer swAzilAnd: deezer, itunes sweden: 7digital, cdon, deezer, 

eclassical, emusic, Gazell, itunes, klicktrack , music unlimited, musikbiten, myspace, nokia music, rara.com, rdio, sound pollution, spotify, 

wimp, Xbox music switzerlAnd: 7digital, akazoo, amazonmp3, artistXite, cede, deezer, Ex libris, finetunes, hitparade, itunes, Jamster, 

Juke, musicload, nokia music, rara.com, simfy, spotify, sunrise Joylife, vidZone, weltbild, Xbox music

tAjikistAn: deezer, itunes thAilAnd: ais, deezer, dtac, i-humm, itunes, music combo, music one, n-content, thinksmart, 

true digital, w club togo: deezer tongA: deezer trinidAd And tobAgo: deezer, itunes tunisiA: deezer turkey: 

arkadaş Yayıncılık, avea muzik, daily motion, fizy.com, itunes, music club, müzik iİçin Efes, ttnetmuzik, turkcell, Yandex music, Youtube 

turkmenistAn: deezer, itunes tuvAlu: deezer 

uAe: deezer, itunes ugAndA: deezer, itunes uk: 3, 7digital, amazing tunes, amazonmp3, artistXite, bbm music, beatport, bleep, 

bloom.fm, boomkat, bt vision, classical archives, classical.com, classics online, dailymotion,deezer , dJ download, drum & bass 

arena, emusic, fairsharemusic, Google play, highresaudio, historic recordings, imodownload, itunes, Jamster, Jango, Junodownload, karoo, 

last.fm, linn, mobile chilli, msn, mtv, music for life (talk talk), music unlimited, musicovery, muZu.tv, my music anywhere, myspace, 

napster, naxos music library, nectar music store, nokia music, ooizit, orange, partymob, play.com, pure music, rara.com, rdio, sainsburys 

Entertainment, samsung music hub, spotify, textatrack uk, the classical shop, t-mobile, trackitdown, traxsource, tunetribe, vEvo, vidzone, 

virgin, we7, Xbox music, Yahoo! music, Youtube ukrAine: deezer, djuice, itunes, last.fm, muZon, Yandex music, Youtube  

united republiC of tAnzAniA: deezer uruguAy: antel música, batanga, butia, claro, deezer, la rocola, tmuy usA: 7digital, 

alltel wireless, amazonmp3, aol radio plus, ariama, arkiv music, artistXite, at & t wireless, bbm music, bearshare, beatport, cd universe, 

christianbook.com, classical archives, cricket, daily motion, emusic, free all music, freegal music, Google play, Guvera, hastings, hdtracks, 

hulu, imesh, insound, ioldies, itunes, liquid spins, metropcs, moG, moontaxi, motime, mtv, music choice, musicGivz, music unlimited, 

muve music, myspace, myxer, naxos, nokia music, rara.com, rdio, rhapsody, samsung music hub, scattertunes, slacker, spotify, sprint, 

theoverflow, t-mobile, turntable.fm, verizon wireless, vEvo, virgin, Xbox music, Yahoo! music, Youtube uzbekistAn: deezer, itunes

vAnuAtu: deezer venezuelA: batanga, deezer, ichamo, itunes, movistar vietnAm: deezer, itunes

yemen: deezer

zAmbiA: deezer zimbAbwe: deezer, itunes
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this is a list of digital music services from around the world that appears on the pro-music website (www.pro-music.org). pro-music is  
endorsed by an alliance of organisations representing international record companies (majors and independents), publishers, performing  
artists, and musicians’ unions.

the list is compiled by ifpi based on information from its national groups at time of publication. it does not purport to be exhaustive and  
ifpi cannot guarantee its 100 per cent accuracy. readers should consult www.pro-music.org for the most up to date information. 
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 ■ Over one billion playlists created
 ■ 5 million subscribers and counting
 ■ $500 million paid to rightsholders to date

We couldn’t have done it without you. 
Thanks from all of us at Spotify.

It’s been quite a year for Spotify.  
Here are a few million reasons why…


